[Homologous DNA transferase RecA: functional activities and the search for homology by recombining DNA molecules].
Bacterial RecA protein is a prototype of ATP-dependent homologous recombinases found ubiquitously from bacteriophages up to human beings. When RecA filament is forming on single-stranded DNA in the presence of ATP, it initiates the strand exchange reaction with homologous double-stranded DNA. Among three phases of the reaction (the search for homology, the three-stranded structure annealing in conjunction with the switch of pairing, and the strand displacement) the first one is the most enigmatic and least studied. As commonly recognized, this phase is directed by a special (stretched) filament structure and does not required any additional consumption of energy in ATP hydrolysis. The novel approaches in the study of strand exchange reaction, using short oligonucleotides as DNA substrates and sensitive methods for a real-time monitoring of the reaction suggest that all three phases of the reaction depend on the ATP hydrolysis.